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ABSTRACT With the prevalence of social media and online forum, opinion mining, aiming at analyzing and

discovering the latent opinion in user-generated reviews on the Internet, has become a hot research topic.

This survey focuses on two important subtasks in this field, stance detection and product aspect mining,

both of which can be formalized as the problem of the triple 〈target, aspect, opinion〉 extraction. In this

paper, we first introduce the general framework of opinion mining and describe the evaluation metrics.

Then, the methodologies for stance detection on different sources, such as online forum and social media are

discussed. After that, approaches for product aspect mining are categorized into three main groups which

are corpus level aspect extraction, corpus level aspect, and opinion mining, and document level aspect and

opinion mining based on the processing units and tasks. And then we discuss the challenges and possible

solutions. Finally, we summarize the evolving trend of the reviewed methodologies and conclude the survey.

INDEX TERMS Opinionmining, stance detection, product aspect mining, topicmodel, deep neural network.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the pervasiveness of online discussion forum and social

media platform, user generated text containing opinions on

some hot issues has increased significantly. Due to the large

amount of such emotional reviews and posts on Internet, it

is impossible for users to digest such information manually.

Therefore, automatically mining opinion from online texts,

aiming at discovering user concerned topics and the cor-

responding opinion, becomes essential. In general, opinion

mining aims to extract a quintuple < e, a, s, h, t > [1]

from texts, where e is the entity or the target, a is the aspect

of the entity e, h is the opinion holder, t is the time when

the opinion holder expresses her opinion on the entity e, and

s is the opinion which h holds to the aspect a of the entity e

at t . For example, opinion mining processes the review text

‘‘I bought a new iPhoneX today, the screen is great, but the

voice quality is poor’’ and outputs two quintuples< iPhoneX,

screen, great, I, today> and < iPhoneX, voice quality,

poor, I, today>. However, not all the opinion mining

tasks need to extract all the five elements in quintuple.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Alexandros Iosifidis.

For example, sentiment analysis cares more about the sen-

timent polarity s of the text, stance detection aims to identify

the opinion s to the specific target e, and product aspect

mining focus on extracting the aspect a and corresponding

opinion s from text.

In the last decade, stance detection [2] and product aspect

mining [3] have attracted many scholars. Following the gen-

eral opinion mining framework, stance detection can be for-

malized as the task of extracting tuple< e, s > (emeans target

and s represents opinion) without considering other elements.

Stance detection focuses on detecting the user stance (favor,

against) on a particular debate topic or hot-debated event. It is

similar to sentiment analysis [4], [5], but with big difference.

In specific, sentiment analysis aims to identify the sentiment

polarity (positive, negative) of the text while stance detection

cares about the stance on the target. For example, the tweet

‘‘Jeb bush is the only sane candidate in this republican

lineup, I support him’’ will be assigned positive by sentiment

analysis [140], [143], but extracted with ‘against’ stance to

the topic ‘‘Donald Trump as President’’ by stance detection.

Research on stance detection can be categorized into four

groups based on debate settings, such as congressional floor

debates [6]–[9], company-internal discussions [10], [11],
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online forums ideological debates [12]–[27] and hot-event

oriented debates on social media [28]–[50]. The latter two

are open domain and flexible, therefore more challengeable.

For example, the debate forum such as convinceMe.net has

a wide range of debate topics from the playful (e.g. ‘Cats

vs. Dogs’, ‘Mac vs. PC’, ‘Superman vs. Batman’ and etc)

to the ideological (e.g. ‘Death penalty’, ‘Exist God’,

‘Gay marriage’, ‘Healthcare’ and etc). Furthermore, the par-

ticipants prefer to use colorful and emotional language to

express their viewpoints, such as the tweet ‘‘It looks like

they like Hilary more. . . and that plain stupid’’ related to the

hashtag ‘‘#2016US election# ’’. Therefore, we concentrate

on the prevalent work of stance detection for online debate

forums and social media in this survey.

Different from stance detection, product aspect mining

aims at detecting relevant aspects and opinions. Following the

general opinion mining framework, product aspect mining

can be formalized as the task of extracting triple < e, a,

s > (e means target, a and s represent aspect and opinion

respectively). Based on text granularity, it could be catego-

rized into corpus level and document/sentence level mining.

The corpus level mining could be further divided into two cat-

egories: aspect extraction, aspect and opinion mining. Corpus

level aspect extraction aims to mine the aspect terms or aspect

phrases in the corpus while ignoring where the aspects are

discussed. Similarly, corpus level aspect and opinion mining

extract both the aspects and the corresponding opinions with-

out considering where they are expressed. Actually, corpus

level mining pays attention to the aspects that most reviews

are interested in and the corresponding opinions while doc-

ument/sentence level mining focus on extracting aspect and

opinion terms in a single review. After the first attempt [51]

of corpus level extraction, numerous approaches have been

proposed which could be categorized as rule-based and unsu-

pervised learning based models. Early aspect mining sys-

tems employ frequency pattern mining technique [52]–[60]

to extract aspect terms in the reviews. To overcome the dis-

advantages of missing low frequency aspects and ignoring

semantic similarity of aspects, unsupervised learning based

approaches [61]–[71] are proposed by casting the task into a

clustering problem. Different from corpus level mining, doc-

ument/sentence level aspect and opinion mining concentrates

on detecting the aspects and opinions in each individual doc-

ument or sentence. It can be viewed as a sequential tagging

problem. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [72], Condition

Random Fields (CRFs) [73]–[78] and deep neural networks,

such as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [79]–[82],

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [83]–[86] and Long-Short

Term Memory (LSTM) [87]–[90] based approaches have

been proposed to tackle the problem.

Both stance detection and product aspect mining might

benefit various downstream applications, such as public

mood prediction regarding political movement, market intel-

ligence [91] and movie sales prediction [92]. Also, they

could benefit latent customers by providing smart pur-

chase decision, manufactures by providing the measurement

of customer satisfaction [93] to adjust their manufactur-

ing process and sales strategy, and governmental orga-

nizations by informing public opinions of a political

election [94].

Several surveys on opinion mining have been published.

Pang [95] gives a good survey and introduction to the field of

sentiment analysis. However, the coverage of the survey pub-

lished in [95] is restricted mostly to document-level machine

learning approaches. Likewise, Tang [96] presents a shorter

survey mainly focusing on document-level machine learning

approach as well. Besides, Liu [4] gives a survey, with an

updated overview of the entire field of sentiment analysis.

In this paper, we focus on the methodologies for two sub-

tasks of opinion mining which are online stance detection and

product aspect mining. Thus, we provide a brief survey and

categorization on the previous methodologies. Earlier work

mainly relies on frequency, relation rules and feature engi-

neering. Later, computational linguistic model and machine

learning techniques are explored for the two tasks. With the

popularity of deep learning in last five years, researchers have

paid attention to employ representation learning and neural-

based models [79], [97]–[99]. The remains of the paper will

be organized as follows. Section 2 represents the evaluation

metrics and the available datasets. Section 3 describes the

methods applied in stance detection. A survey on product

aspect mining will be presented in Section 4. Challenges and

possible solutions are described in Section 5. In Section 6,

we will conclude the survey. And the organization of the

survey is shown in Fig. 1

II. EVALUATION METRICS AND AVAILABLE DATASETS

To evaluate the performance of opinion mining system, dif-

ferent evaluation metrics are employed.

For stance detection, Accuracy (Acc), Precision (Pre),

Recall (Rec) and Fscore, defined in Eq. 1-4, are used for

evaluation [100]. Here, TP is the number of posts which

support the debate and are predicted as favor, FP represents

the number of posts which are against the debate and are

predicted as favor. Similarly, TN is the number of posts which

are against the debate and are predicted as against. FN is the

number of posts which support the debate and are predicted

as against.

Accuracy = TP+ TN

TP+ FP+ TN + FN
(1)

Precision = TP

TP+ FP
(2)

Recall = TP

TP+ FN
(3)

Fscore = 2 × Precision× Recall

Precision+ Recall
(4)

Precision, Recall and Fscore could also be employed to eval-

uate the performance of product aspect mining (e.g. aspect

extraction) and the calculation of precision and recall refers
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FIGURE 1. Organization of the survey.

to Eq. 5 and Eq. 6.

Precision = |extracted aspects ∩ gold aspects|
|extracted aspects| (5)

Recall = |extracted aspects ∩ gold aspects|
|gold aspects| (6)

Moreover, some other measures are also used in prod-

uct aspect mining, such as Macro-averaged Mean Absolute

Error (MAEM ), Ranking Loss, RandIndex, Precision@n and

Kendall’s tau coefficient. In these evaluation metrics, opinion

labels are assumed to be an integer variable.

Macro-averagedMean Absolute Error (MAEM ) [101], cal-

culated by Eq. 7, is suitable for tackling highly imbalanced

dataset.

MAEM (y, ŷ) = 1

k

k∑

j=1

1

|yj|
∑

yi∈yj
|yi − ŷi| (7)

where k is the number of opinion/sentiment label

(e.g. k = 2 for binary classification), y is the gold label

vector, ŷ is the predicted label vector and yj is the subset of

review corpus constituted by the reviews whose gold label

is j.

Mean Square Error (MSE), a widely used measure in

regression problem, is employed to evaluate the perfor-

mance of opinion/sentiment classification [102]. It is defined

as Eq. 8, where n is the number of reviews in corpus,

yi and ŷi are the gold label and predicted label of the

i−th review individually.

MSE = 1

n

n∑

i=1

(ŷi − yi)
2 (8)

Similar to MAEM , Ranking Loss could measure the

average distance between gold aspect rating and predicted

rating. For a k-level rating problem, the average deviation

between y and ŷ can be calculated by Eq. 9 [103].

Ranking loss =
n∑

i=1

|yi − ŷi|
k × n

(9)

RandIndex, a measure generally employed in soft clus-

tering algorithm [117], is used to evaluate the aspects

detected by topic model based approaches [118]. It is defined

as Eq. 10.

RandIndex(Cmodel,Cmanual) = 2(x + y)

k × (k − 1)
(10)

where Cmodel and Cmanual are clusters which produced by the

model and manual annotation, k is the number of aspects to

be detected. And the agreement of the clusters generated by

the model and annotation could be checked on k × (k − 1)

pairs. x is the number of pairs assigned to the same cluster in

both partitions, and similarly, y is the number of pair assigned

to different clusters.

Precision@n (Pre@n), a common used metric in infor-

mation retrieval, is used in [120] to evaluate the ability of

detecting aspect based opinion. It is defined as Eq.11. And

k is the number of gold standard opinion words which appear

in top n word set of an opinion topic.

Precision@n = k

n
(11)

Meanwhile, some hypothesis testing techniques are

applied to evaluate the performance of product based aspect

mining. Kendalls tau coefficient, τk = (|C| − |D|)/|T |,
is used in [119] to evaluate the quality of detected opinions.

Where T denotes the ordered pairs in the gold standard,C and

D represents the set of concordant pairs and discordant pairs

respectively. It aims to show the percentage of pairs of ranked
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TABLE 1. Online available lexicons, corpus resources.

items that agree or disagree with the ordering in the gold

standard.

When doing stance detection and product aspect min-

ing, some systems and models use external tools. As no

task-specific lexicons (e.g. stance lexicons) have been con-

structed, most researchers employ the sentiment lexicon

and the semantic lexicons to improve the performance.

We summarize the general resource, such as lexicons, dataset

which are widely used for stance detection and product

aspect mining in Table 1. First eight rows in the table

are sentiment or semantic lexicons, from the 9-th row to

the 15-th rows list seven online dataset for stance detection

and aspect mining.

III. STANCE DETECTION

Stance detection aims at recognizing the holistic subjective

disposition (favor, against) that the author/speaker holds by

analyzing the author generated reviews or arguments. As a

specific type of opinion mining, it has been studied exten-

sively. Thus, we provide a brief summary of stance detection

methodologies for debates in online forums and social media

in this section.
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TABLE 2. Approaches for online debate stance detection, N/A means that the corresponding paper doesn’t provide the result.

FIGURE 2. Taxonomy for forum debate stance detection approaches using
the main characteristics of the published work.

A. STANCE DETECTION IN ONLINE DEBATES FORUMS

Identifying user stance (favor, against) in online debate

forums attracts researchers in last years. In general,

approaches for the task could be categorized as textual con-

tent based approaches and collective models. Detailed cat-

egorization could be described as Fig. 2, where L-feature,

M-feature, Syn-feature and Sem-feature stand for lexicon-

based feature, morphologic-based feature, syntactic-based

feature and semantic-based feature respectively.

1) PROBLEM SETTINGS

Online debate forums, such as convinceme.com, createde-

bate.com and debatepedia.com, have many dual-side debate

topics ranging from playful (e.g. ‘Cat vs. Dogs’, ‘Mac vs. PC’

and ‘Superman vs. Batman’) to ideological (e.g. ‘Death

penalty’, ‘Exist God’ and ‘Gaymarriage’). And stance detec-

tion in online debate forums could be formalized as: Given

a debate specific corpus Cd
t and the corresponding debate

topic td , it aims to determine the stance s
td
i of each post

pi ∈ Cd
t in corpus. We use the debate topic ‘death

penalty’ and two different stance posts as an example, shown

in Table 3.

TABLE 3. An example of stance detection in online debate forum.

Textual content based approaches regard the task as a

typical classification problem and only use the textual infor-

mation of the posts such as sentiment lexicons and syntactic

patterns to capture the stance information. Another group of

researchers claim that textual content could not provide suffi-

cient information for detecting the stance precisely. Thus, col-

lective models which also employ the relationship between

posts (e.g. disagreement, argument) or users are proposed.

And the related approaches, together with their reported per-

formance can be found in Table 2.

2) TEXTUAL CONTENT BASED APPROACHES

Textual content based approaches view stance detection as

a binary classification problem. And the key point of these

models is feature engineering. As shown in Fig. 2, these

features could be further categorized as lexicon-based feature,

morphologic-based feature, syntactic feature and semantic

feature. And 1st − 6th rows in Table 2 are six representative

works.

To delve into the mechanism of these approaches, [12] is

selected to illustrate the process of detecting the stance by

using textual content only. To capture the stance related infor-

mation from the post content, Anand and Walker [12] design

a feature set containing n-grams, repeated punctuations,

cue words, LIWC [109] and three variant syntactic depen-

dency based features. The n-grams feature isc constituted
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by uni-grams, bi-grams and the basic counts of the post,

such as post length. The statistical measures like word

per sentence (WPS), pronominal forms (Pro), positive emo-

tion words (PosE) and negative emotion words (NegE) are

employed as LIWC feature. And the repeated punctuations

are also considered as punctuation feature in [12] because

Anand assumes that the repeated punctuations have a spe-

cial meaning. Besides, three dependency features (Depen-

dency feature, Generalized dependency feature and opinion

dependency feature) are employed to capture the syntactic

relations between terms in the posts. In detail, the Stanford

parser [121] generates a set of grammatical relations rep-

resented as (reli,wj,wk ) to capture the relations between

words. The generalized dependency features are constructed

by replacing the head term with its part-of-speech tag in

the output of Stanford parser. Similarly, opinion dependency

features are created by replacing the sentiment word with the

corresponding polarity label (e.g. ‘+’ or ‘−’). To make full

use of rebuttal links and improve the detection performance,

the rebuttal posts is combined with its parent post in [12].

And the proposed approach achieves a competitive accuracy

(54%-69%).

Although, the work in [12] can achieve better perfor-

mance compared with uni-grams baseline. However, it could

not capture any semantic information from post content.

Thus, Hasan adds both linguistic extension based on the

semantic frame patterns [122] and extra-linguistic exten-

sion [15] into the approach. Similarly, Elfardy [18] uses the

latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) and the weighted textual

matrix factorization(WTMF) to extract the topic distribution

of the posts as the semantic representation, and the two

distributions are combined using word sense disambigua-

tion (WSD) [123] strategy to achieve a better performance.

Somasundaran and Wiebe [22] construct an arguing lexi-

con and obtain an argument feature which helps with task.

Likewise, Kyaw [23] combines tf-idf weights with POS-tags

to build the text representation for stance detection.

Ghosh and Anand [24] propose a two stage method which

firstly detect the argumentative posts from review corpus and

then detect the stance for argumentative ones.

3) COLLECTIVE MODELS

Unlike the works discussed in previous subsection, collective

models employ both the content and the auxiliary information

jointly. These models share a same assumption that two posts

with negative relationship may express the different stance

and vice versa. Eight collective models for stance detection

on debate forums are presented in 7th− 14th rows of Table 2.

To explain how to improve the performance of debate

stance detection using the information about dialogic rela-

tions between posts, [14] is selected. In [14],Walker proposes

a graph (V ,E)-based approach, each node v in the graph

represents a post and edge e indicates the relation, either

agreement or disagreement, constructed by the relationship

between the posts/authors. Two assumptions are made that

all posts written by the same author share the same stance to

a specific debate and the rebuttal links in the forum indicate

the disagreement relation between corresponding posts. And

the proposed approach obtains Fscore 82%. However, it could

not work well in some debate topics (such as Mac vs. PC) and

get Fscore :18% which may because that MaxCut algorithm

actually divides the posts into clusters, but then assigns them

to the wrong stance.

Sridhar and Getoor [17] propose a probabilistic soft

logic (PSL) [124] based model to model the structural and

linguistic feature of the posts collectively. By using the

PSL rules and the specific corpus (agreement and

disagreement relations between context posts has been man-

ual annotated in the collection), the proposed approach

infers the probabilistic relationship between posts and the

stance labels with good performance, and other relational

information could be incorporate into the framework eas-

ily. Following this way, to avoid annotating the degree of

disagreement beforehand, an improved hinge-loss Markov

Random Field [19] is proposed by using a disagreement

classifier for determining the agreement polarity between

posts. Besides, motivated by the observation that if a post

in a post sequence is a reply to its parent, its stance should

be depend on that of its parent, Hasan [16] views the task

as a sequential labeling problem and devises a HMM-based

approach which gets an accuracy 57.5%.

However, the previously discussed collective models do

not perform well when facing the particular debate with a

low participating rate. Inspired by the collaborative filtering,

Qiu and Sim [20] integrate the auxiliary information (tex-

tual content, user interactions and user attributes provided

in biographical information) into the regression-based latent

factormodel and employ the binomialmatrix factorization for

stance modeling, the experiment results prove that interaction

and user preference provide rich information for estimating

the stance of cold-start user. To further consider the rela-

tionship between different debate topics, Li and Porco [25]

view stance detection as a representation learning task. Thus,

they embed the text content and user interactions into a

same space and obtain a more informative representation.

Trabelsi and Zaïane [26] devise an unsupervised model based

on the assumption that users with different viewpoint are

prone to communicate frequently, and the proposed method

improves the performance in both user level and post level

stance detection.

B. STANCE DETECTION ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Stance detection on social media (e.g. Twitter, Facebook,

Chinese micro-blog and etc) could be viewed as a classifi-

cation task. However, it is often oriented by hot-event, such

as ‘USA election’ or ‘Brexit’, and has its own characters.

Firstly, its content contains noisy information (e.g. spelling

error, grammar error and abbreviations). The texts on these

platforms are often not well written because of the limitation

of length and the instantaneity. For example, ‘‘Seems FBI

had evidence of Trump-Russia contacts during the campaign

when Mosco was attacking US election.’’, ‘‘This is the SOB
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TABLE 4. Methodologies for stance detection on social media platform.

TABLE 5. An example of stance detection on social media.

who said Trump was mentally ill!, Flynn misleed them. He

still had Trump’s complete trust? ’’ and etc. Secondly, users of

social media prefer to use symbols and emoji to express their

opinion, like ‘‘Vote Trump hoes!!!
√ √ √

:)thumb up’’ and

‘‘Hilary Clinton number one supporter ♥♥♥’’. Obviously,

it is difficult to process such reviews using traditional text

analysis tools.

1) PROBLEM SETTINGS

The stance detection on social media platform can be for-

malized as: given the target te and related corpus Ce
t , for

each tweet tweeti ∈ Ce
t , the model should determine the

stance s
te
i ∈ {favor, neutral, against}. An example is given

as Table 5.

Mohammad [94], [116] constructs an annotated corpus in

which all 4163 tweets are assigned with a stance label except

the tweets related to ‘Donald Trump’. It covers six hot topics

(‘Atheism#733’, ‘Climate Change is a Real Concern#564’,

‘Feminist Movement#949’, ‘Hillary Clinton#984’, ‘Legaliza-

tion of Abortion#933’ and ‘Donald Trump#707’, and the

number after ‘#’ denotes the size of the corpus).

Based on the problem setting and the corpus, dozens of

work such as stance detection based on standard supervised

learning [31]–[37], [40]–[49] and weakly supervised stance

detection [32], [33], [38], [39], [49], [50], have been devised

recently. Table 4 describes the core techniques and the sta-

tistical results of related models.

2) STANCE DETECTION BASED ON SUPERVISED LEARNING

The first seventeen rows of Table 4 list the results of stan-

dard supervised detection methods. Both traditional feature

engineering (e.g. lexical feature, syntactic feature and seman-

tic feature) and prevalent deep learning based techniques

(e.g. CNN [79], RNN [97], LSTM [45] and Memory

Network [42]) have been employed for the task.

In this part, the system designed by Zarrella [41] is selected

as a representative method to show the process of stance

detection based on supervised learning. Fig. 3 shows the four

layer neural network employed in [41]. Firstly, the input terms

are encoded in a one-hot fashion, and each term is represented

by a sparse binary vector containing a single one-value at the
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FIGURE 3. A Long-Short Term Memory based stance detection system.

index corresponding to the term’s position in the vocabulary.

Then, each term is represented by a 256-dimensional word

vector using the embedding layer. The weights of embedding

layer are pre-trained by the skip-gram [99] model on a corpus

with 218M tweets. The third layer in network employs Long-

Short Term Memory (LSTM) units to capture the context

dependency of the text. Besides, to overcome the shortage of

labeled training data (contains only 4K topic related tweets)

and learn a suitable representation, the system collects a

tweet corpus (constituted by 298K tweets corresponding to

197 different hashtags). And a 197-dimension rectified layer

is used as the output of classifier to pre-train the LSTM layer

by predicting the hashtag of each tweet in constructed corpus.

Both word2vec model and hashtag prediction task are used to

initialize weights for stance detection neural network. Finally,

thewhole network is trained on the annotated corpus provided

in [116], both embedding layer and LSTM layer are fine-

tuned in this process. By using these two pre-train strategies,

the knowledge in external corpus is transferred to domain

specific corpus and the stance detection system achieves a

good performance.

Due to the strong representative ability of the deep neural

networks, convolutional neural network based models [33],

[37], [40], [42], [46] are also chosen for the supervised stance

detection. The system, designed by Wei [33], employs the

Google News corpus to train the word2vec and the learned

word embeddings are taken as the input. Besides, the ‘vote

scheme’ (e.g. for each tweet in test set, ten candidate labels

are employed to vote the final stance of the tweet) and the

‘divide and conquer scheme’ (e.g. training set and test set

are separated by specific topic and the models are trained

respectively) are incorporated to improve the performance.

Tohoku [37] uses the word embeddings trained by Contin-

uous Bag-Of-Words (CBOW) model on Wikipedia article

corpus. A comparison is also conducted with hybrid feature-

based logistic regression model (e.g. Reply, Bag-Of-Words,

Bag-Of-Dependency and SentiWordNet features). Experi-

mental results show that CNNbased approach performs better

in validation set while hybrid feature based classifier achieves

better performance in test set. To explore the impact of

embedding granularity, Prashanth [40] proposes the word-

level CNN and the character-level CNN based model with

a novel data augmentation technique which could expand

and diversify the training dataset. And the proposed approach

reaches a relatively good performance (Favg : 63.53%).

To incorporate the target information, Wei and Mao [42]

propose a model which could build tweet representation

conditioned on the target and obtain a good performance

(Fagainst : 76.55%). Likewise, Zhou [46] models the target

under a GRU-CNN framework.

On the other hand, the RNN and its variants, such as LSTM

and GRU, have also been employed for the task [44], [45],

[48]. To use the meta information of the tweets, Benton [44]

employs a semi-supervised approach to predict the author

embedding and incorporate it into the detection process.

However, the proposed model performs the worst in the all

supervised models, this because the predicted author embed-

ding may incorporate the noise information into the model

and impact the performance. Sun and Wang [45] employ a

hierarchical attention mechanism into LSTM framework to

capture the various linguistic information which are helpful

for detecting stance. Likewise, Du and Xu [48] incorporate

the target information into LSTM framework using a target

specific attention, this specific type of attention make the

neural model more sensitive to the target specific stance

information and obtain an improved performance. Compared

with the Du and Xu’s work, [47] obtains a relatively bad

results which may because that Wei’s model do not consider

the target informationwhen predicting the stance of the tweet.

Besides, there also exists some work focus on feature

engineering and traditional classifier. Approaches in [31],

[34]–[36], [43], [49] use SVM as classifier and explore

various feature, such as text feature and dependency based

features. Patra [31] uses the sentiment feature (e.g. built by

SentiWordNet, NRC Emotion Lexicon and Hashtag Emotion

Lexicon [125]) and the dependency relation which is created

by Stanford parser (e.g. search the word pairs in depen-

dency relations that consist of two component words, one

is ‘favor’ or ‘against’, and the other should appear in Sen-

tiWordNet). Elfardy [34] employs the latent semantic feature

which is obtained by latent dirichlet allocation or weighted

textual matrix factorization to capture the semantic informa-

tion in tweets. Misra [35] employs the LIWC feature and

proposed a feature based approach. Gadek and Betsholtz [43]

mine the contextonyms and contextosets from the

co-occurrence graph to build context-based feature and obtain

Fscore : 65.0%. Boltuzic [36] designs a hybrid feature set con-

taining word features, word embeddings, document statistical

feature and hashtag features. Besides, he proposes an ensem-

ble approach based on the genetic algorithm. Wojatzki [32]

views the task as a multi-dimensional classification problem

and employs a stacked classifier which firstly identifies the

tweets that contain the stance from neutral tweets and then

detects the specific stance. Likewise, Dey [49] devises a

two stage approach by using various features (e.g. MPQA

subjectivity lexicon, WordNet Adjective) and obtains the

best overall performance (Favg : 74.44%). The efficiency of

the Dey’s work may resort to the effectiveness of semantic

dictionary (such as subjectivity lexicons, WordNet adjectives
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FIGURE 4. Flowchart of the weakly supervised stance detection system.

and sentiment lexicons) and elaborated handmade features

(such as n-grams, sentiment feature, target, POS tags) [49].

From the statistics in Table 4, we could observe that the

stance detection approaches on social media platform do not

perform very well. And this may be caused by the follow-

ing factors: i). The sparsity and the flexibility of the social

media text, such as examples in Table 5, make it difficult to

extract high-efficiency document representation for classifi-

cation. ii). The datasets of social media stance detection [116]

have limited labeled document. Within the labeled datasets,

the corpus related to ‘Hillary Clinton’ is the largest one

which contains only 984 training instance and the limitation

of the training corpus may also deteriorate the performance,

especially for the deep learning based approaches.

3) WEAKLY SUPERVISED STANCE DETECTION

Weakly supervised stance detection aims to assign a stance

to each tweet by using both labeled (source domain, e.g.

‘Atheism’, ‘Hillary Clinton’ and etc) and unlabeled collec-

tion (target domain, ‘Donald Trump’ provided in [116]). The

last six rows in Table 4 describe the approaches for weakly

supervised stance detection.

To illustrate how the weakly supervised stance detection

system works, we choose the [38] as example. The flowchart

is shown in Fig. 4. The approach proposed in [38] firstly

identifies the stance features (e.g. the n-grams which could

indicate a stance or sentiment polarity) in the unlabeled cor-

pus by inspecting the high frequent n-grams and employs the

well-defined filtering rules to remove the irrelevant tweets.

Then, three off-the-shelf sentiment analysis APIs (HP Haven

On Demand [126], IBM Alchemy [127] and Vivekn [128])

are employed to automatically assign a stance for each tweet

according to the summation of three candidate scores. Finally,

the proposed approach labels the tweet as favor if the value

is positive and vice versa. Specifically, the tweet will be

labeled as neutral when the scores achieved from Haven and

Alchemy are equal to zero. And a SVM classifier which is

trained on the constructed noisy labeled training set is used to

predict the stance for tweets in corpus about ‘Donald Trump’.

Similarly, Wan [33] employs a two-step strategy to build

the weakly labeled corpus automatically and predicts the

stance of tweet in the unlabeled dataset. The corpus is built

based on the assumption that some expressions and hash-

tags may reveal the tendency of the stance to a specific

topic. For example, ‘go trump’ and ‘#MakeAmericaGreatA-

gain# ’ reveal favor tendency, ‘idiot’ and ‘#BeatTrump# ’

could induce against tendency to Trump. Wan employs the

tendency expressions and hashtags (e.g. ‘idiot’, ‘go trump’

and etc) to retrieve the tweets in domain corpus provided

in [116]. Thus, Wan obtains a training set with noisy label

which contains 2K favor tweets and 3K against tweets.

Then, the constructed corpus is used to train a three class

CNN-based detector. Likewise, another two-stage approach

is proposed in [32]. Firstly, a tweet is considered as neutral

if no target related frequent nouns appear. Then, the topic

specific classifiers are trained on five labeled datasets. For

each opinionated tweet, a topic which is most similar to the

tweet is chosen, and the corresponding classifier is selected

to detect the stance.

Besides, deep learning based approaches have also been

employed for the task. Augenstein [39] uses the stacked

auto-encoder to learn the representation of the tweets. And

the auto-encoder is trained on a collected corpus (contains

395K unlabeled tweets) which is related to all the six tar-

gets provided in [116] (e.g. ‘Hillary Clinton’, ‘Atheism’,

‘Donald Trump’ and etc). Thus, the trained auto-encoder

learns the mapping function and reduce the domain

gap. Finally, Augenstein employs the representative vector

(mapped by the learned encoder) of labeled tweets in [116]

to train the stance detector and obtains a comparable result.

It could be observed from Table 4 that weakly super-

vised models performs worse than the standard supervised

approaches. This may because: i). weakly supervised stance

detection requires the models to transfer the knowledge con-

tained in source domain (e.g ‘Atheism’, ‘Hillary Clinton’,

‘Climate Change’, ‘Feminist Movement’ and ‘Legal. Abor-

tion’) into the target domain ‘Donald Trump’. Compared with

the standard supervised detection task, it is more challenging.

ii). the reviewed approaches in this field employ the learned

knowledge from source domain to label the training data in

target domain which may feed noise in label space and such

noise will also impact the performance. iii). As discussed in

last subsection, the dataset contains only hundreds of train

data in each domain, the shortage of the train data make

it hard to learn an effective neural network to transfer the

knowledge into the target domain which may also result in

the bad performance of the weakly supervised models.

Although many deep learning based approaches [33], [41],

[46], [48] obtain better results than the traditional feature

based models [34]–[36], the traditional feature engineering

based method [49] performs the best. This may because:

i). Dey [49] employs so many elaborate features (such as sen-

timent lexicons, n-grams, POS tags) to capture the syntactic

and semantic meaning of the tweets; ii) the small number of

training data in this field limit the representation ability and

the efficiency of the deep learning basedmodel. Thus, we also

believe that the deep learning based approaches will beat the

traditional methods as long as the model has more labeled

training data (such as thousands of tweets).

IV. PRODUCT ASPECT MINING

With the development of Internet and the usage of

e-commerce, customers prefer to post reviews of products and

show their opinions on shoppingwebsites (e.g. Amazon, ebay

and etc) which provides plentiful information for marketing

intelligence.
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TABLE 6. Methodologies for corpus level product aspect extraction.

Product aspect mining, aiming at extracting the aspects

and corresponding opinions from the product review, will

benefit customers and merchants by helping them making

smart purchase decision and efficient marketing strategy.

Therefore, This research topic attracts many researchers

and has been extensively explored in last decade. Previ-

ous works could be generally divided into three groups

which are corpus level aspect extraction [53]–[57], [61],

[64]–[68], [129]–[134], corpus level aspect and opinion

mining [51], [58]–[60], [62], [63], [69]–[71], [101]–[103],

[113], [118]–[120], [135]–[137] and document/sentence

level aspect and opinion tagging [72], [74]–[78], [80]–[82],

[84]–[86], [88]–[90], [138], [139], [144], [145]. For the for-

mer two categories, rule-based methods and unsupervised

based methods are commonly used, and various supervised

learning models (e.g. HMMs, CRFs and Deep Neural Net-

works) are proposed for the third category which is com-

monly viewed as a sequential tagging problem.

A. CORPUS LEVEL ASPECT EXTRACTION

1) PROBLEM SETTINGS

Given the specific product review corpus, corpus level aspect

extraction aims to extract global < target, aspect > pairs.

And it could be formalized as:

Given the target tca and target specific review corpus Cca
t ,

the model will output the < target, aspect > pairs in corpus

level and it does not need to identify which aspect is reviewed

in the specific review. To directly illustrate the task, we use

the ‘iPhoneX ’ as an example. When given the specific target

‘iPhoneX ’ and a review corpus about ‘iPhoneX ’, the mining

approach should output the pairs as:

Example:

Inputs: An iPhoneX review corpus generated by consumer.

Target: iPhoneX

Outputs: < iPhoneX, screen>,

< iPhoneX, battery>,

< iPhoneX,camera>,

< iPhoneX,weight>,

< iPhoneX,portability>,

< iPhoneX,appearance>,

< iPhoneX,size>

and . . .

Each aspect in the output tuple represents a particular com-

ponent (e.g. screen, battery) or an attribute (e.g. portability,

usability) of the product that many consumers care about.

To extract high-quality and representative aspects of the

reviewed product, various approaches have been proposed

and could be categorized into rule-based and unsuper-

vised models. Table.6 presents the main approaches for

aspect extraction together with their core techniques and the

performance.

2) RULE-BASED ASPECT EXTRACTION

Rule-based aspect extraction approaches [53]–[57], [129]–

[132] dominate the field at the early stage. In detail, it could

be further categorized into frequency based methods, relation

based methods and hybrid methods.

These approaches share the same assumption that an aspect

term should appear frequently in the corpus, and most works

believe that the aspects are nouns or noun phrases. Based

on the two mentioned criterions, appropriate rules, such as

POS patterns, syntactic dependency patterns and associa-
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FIGURE 5. A framework of frequency and relation based aspect extraction system.

tion mining rules, are employed for aspect extraction. The

1st − 9th rows in Table 6 list the rule-based approaches for

corpus level aspect extraction.

To delve into the mechanism of rule-based aspect extrac-

tion system, the method reported in [129] (Fig. 5 depicts

the framework) is employed to illustrate the extraction pro-

cess. As shown in Fig. 5, the proposed approach con-

tains two stages: frequent aspect extraction and infrequent

aspect extraction. When the product-specific review corpus

(e.g. related to Digital camera, Cellular phone, Mp3 player or

DVD player) has been crawled from e-commerce sites,

the mining system firstly conducts POS tagging on the cor-

pus. Then, aspect generation module which is based on the

apriori algorithm is employed to extract the frequent noun

terms and noun phrases as candidate set. Obviously, not all

terms in candidate set are aspects. To improve the precision

of the extraction system, two pruning strategies (compactness

pruning and redundancy pruning) are designed to filter the

uninterested and redundant ones in the candidate set. For

example, ‘life’ is not an appropriate aspect while ‘battery

life’ is a good aspect candidate in an electronic device related

topic. After pruning the extracted aspect set, the system will

turn to opinion word extraction phase, which also helps to

extract the infrequent aspects. Based on the assumption that

adjective which appears near the aspect term is prone to

express an opinion, the adjectives nearby the aspect word are

identified to construct the opinion word set. Finally, the infre-

quent aspects (discussed by a small group of customers but

attractive to potential users, e.g. ‘red eye’ in a camera review)

are extracted by identifying the noun terms or noun phrases

nearby the opinion words in each sentence. Experimental

results show that the proposed approach achieves the perfor-

mance of Recall : 80% and Precision : 72%.

Similarly, Liu andHu [55] propose an aspect extraction and

visualization approach, namedOpinionObserver. In [55], Liu

proposes a novel extraction approach for review collections

with special format (Each review contains Pros, Cons and

the detailed review. Namely, consumers are asked to express

Pros and Cons briefly together with a detailed review. For

example, reviewer could write ‘heavy, bad picture quality,

battery life too short, and keyboard easy to use’ to express

Cons opinion). Liu employs a POS-tagger to preprocess the

corpus and generate a set of language patterns for aspect

words extraction. For example, the pattern ‘[aspect] easy

to <v>’ will match the aspect ‘keyboard’ from ‘keyboard

easy to use’. Based on the assumption that domain spe-

cific term prone to appear more frequent in domain corpus

than the general corpus, Scaffidi proposes an aspect scoring

method in [130] to evaluate the aspect quality. The proposed

approach firstly detects the frequent uni-gram nouns and

noun phrases. Then, a 100 million-word corpus is employed

as the general corpus to evaluate aspect candidateshigh

score candidates are considered as aspects. Finally, this

ranking approach improves the quality of extracted aspects

(Precision : 85% ∼ 90%). Likewise, Zhang [132] proposes a

two-stage approach to rank the extracted aspects according to

the aspect importance and the score is estimated Hyperlink-

induced Topic Search (HITS) algorithm. To incorporate

the syntactic structure information into extraction system,

Zhao [53] employs a tree kernel based approach to capture

the relations between aspect and opinion words which helps

to obtain high quality aspects.

The approaches discussed above follow the assumption

that product aspects are nouns or noun phrases and could

not extract the aspects such as ‘operating system’ which

matches ‘Verb+Noun’ pattern. To deal with such problem,

Li [131] employs four POS patterns (e.g. ‘Noun’, ‘Verb’,

‘Noun+Noun’, ‘Verb+Noun’) to extract the aspect candi-

dates and creates a noisy aspect set. Further, a syntax adjec-

tive rule (most customers use the syntax ‘aspect+adjective’
to express their opinion to product, e.g. ‘‘The operating is

simple, and the reaction is quick’’) is employed to filter the
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FIGURE 6. Extracted aspects for MP3 and Hotel reviews using unsupervised models [61].

noisy aspect. These four elaborate patterns and adjective rules

help to improve the quality of the extracted aspects.

Differs from the discussed explicit aspect extraction

approaches, Zhen [54] focus on the implicit aspect extraction

task. A novel approach based on co-occurrence association

rule mining is proposed in [54]. At the first stage, association

rules (in the form of [opinion, explicit aspect]) are generated

from the co-occurrence matrix. Afterwards, aspect clusters

could be constructed by clustering the rules according to their

semantic similarity.When given a reviewwithout any explicit

aspects, the system could select the cluster with the highest

frequency weight and choose one representative word as the

implicit aspect of the review. Likewise, Konjengbam [56]

employs POS-tags and dependency tree to mine the frequent

nouns as aspect terms. Based on the extracted aspect terms,

Konjengbam also devises an ontology based opinion summa-

rization method in [56].

3) UNSUPERVISED APPROACHES FOR ASPECT EXTRACTION

Rule-based approaches develop rapidly at the early stage due

to simplicity and effectiveness. However, they have several

limitations: 1) too many non-aspects are produced and low-

frequency aspects are missed; 2) it is hard to adapt manual

constructed patterns to another domain. Moreover, such mod-

els often ignore the semantic similarity between aspects and

generate redundant aspects. For example, ‘price’, ‘cost’ and

‘fee’ are three semantic relatedness aspect terms extracted

by the rule-based approaches, and ‘cost’ and ‘fee’ are the

redundant aspects.

In this subsection, unsupervised approaches such as the

topic model, clustering algorithms which could extract the

product aspect from unlabeled review corpus are discussed.

Compared with the rule-based approaches, unsupervised

models have several advantages: 1) The extracted aspects

can be grouped according to their semantic similarity;

2) The proposed approaches are domain independent and

could be transferred to new domain easily. The last eight

rows of Table 6 present eight representative unsuper-

vised approaches, which will be discussed in this subsec-

tion in details.

As pointed in [61] that standard topic models, such

as LDA and PLSA, prefer to generate global properties

(e.g. product type or brand) rather than the local aspects

as they consider word co-occurrences at document level.

Therefore, Multi-Grain Topic model [61] is proposed for

corpus level aspect extraction. Titov distinguishes the global

topics and local topics in MG-LDA. Local topics are used

to capture the local aspects and the global properties of

the reviewed product will be captured by the global topics.

In MG-LDA, a document d is generated from a mixture

of global and local topics. Titov employs a set of sliding

windows (each window has its particular local topic distri-

bution and constituted by T adjacent sentences) to represent

the document. Also, MG-LDA assumes that document d

has a fixed global topic distribution and a varies local topic

distribution during the generative process. In other words,

a sentence s should be generated from the global topic mix-

ture and windows mixture which covers sentence s. Further,

the overlap between sliding windows provide a large co-

occurrence domain. And the extraction results on two dif-

ferent review corpus (MP3 reviews and Hotel reviews) are

shown in Fig. 6. Bold terms, at the beginning of each line, are

the aspects extracted from the review collections, italic words
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behind the colon are the corresponding representative terms

of each aspect. And the tokens in each line are sorted by the

probability of each term according to the word distribution

of specific topic/aspect(e.g. battery, location and pricing) in

descend order.

Along this line, scholars have devised some similar topic

models [65]–[67]. To model the aspect relationship between

different products, Yang [65] assumes that child categories

will inherit aspects from parent categories, and the pro-

posed approach incorporates the category hierarchy informa-

tion into modeling process to enhance the extraction ability.

To enhance the coherence of the generated aspect topics,

Shams [66] mines knowledge automatically from pre-

extracted topics and proposes an ELDA to inject the knowl-

edge into modeling process.

On the other hand, clustering algorithms are also employed

for aspect extraction. For example, group average agglomera-

tive clustering (GAAC) algorithm is employed by Raju [133].

Raju considers both semantic similarity of aspects and the

domain specialty. Raju firstly employs the term frequency

and KL divergence of term probabilities in two corpus

(a domain specific corpus and a general English corpus) to

detect the domain aspect candidates. Subsequently, the simi-

larity matrix based on the Dice’s Coefficient similarity is built

to group the aspect candidates into clusters according to their

semantic similarity. Finally, the approach selects the high

ranked phrases in each cluster as aspects and gets a competi-

tive Recall : 62%. Inspired by the fact that important aspect

are usually commented by a large number of consumers and

one’s opinion on important aspect could greatly influence

their overall opinion on the product, Yu [134] develops an

aspect ranking approachwhich considers both term frequency

and the importance of the detected aspect to enhance the

performance of aspect extraction.

Besides, several work based on unsupervised neural

network have also been proposed [64], [68]. To solve

the incoherent aspect of the traditional extraction model,

He [64] represents document with word embedding and pro-

poses a neural-based aspect extractionmodel which combines

the attention mechanism with reconstruction loss. Likewise,

Angelidis [68] employs the limited annotated data to mine the

aspect-specific seed words as the prior knowledge of aspect

embedding. And with the help of this initialization mecha-

nism, the proposed the model obtains more coherent aspect.

B. CORPUS LEVEL ASPECT AND OPINION MINING

Differs from the aspect extraction discussed above, corpus

level aspect and opinion mining aims to extract the target

related triples < target, aspect, opinion> from the review

corpus. In this subsection, we will briefly survey the method-

ologies for corpus level aspect and opinion mining.

1) PROBLEM SETTINGS

Given a specific target product tcao and a homologous review

collection Ccao
t , corpus level aspect and opinion mining

extracts the aspects A related to tcao and the opinions O

to each aspect ai in corpus level. Commonly, the opinion

expressed on the aspect (the third element in the triple) could

be described in three types: 1) emotional adjectives are used

(e.g.‘cool appearance’); 2) two or five star rating (e.g. high

rating score means positive opinion); 3). an ordered set of

non-numerical labels (e.g. poor, average, good, very good,

excellent) is used. Take ‘Mac’ as an example. The model uses

the target ‘Mac’ and the specific corpus as input and should

output the corpus level triples:

Example: (Here, we use two level rating ‘good’ and ‘bad’)

Inputs: A review corpus of Mac generated by users

Outputs: < Mac, sound, good>,

< Mac, CPU, good>,

< Mac, price, bad>,

< Mac, screen,good>,

< Mac, appearance, good>,

< Mac, weight, bad>,

and . . .

It can be observed from the example that aspect and

opinion mining approach outputs plentiful useful informa-

tion about public opinion on ‘Mac’, such as consumers care

much more about the ‘sound’, ‘CPU ’, ‘price’, ‘screen’ and

‘appearance’ of Mac. Moreover, lots of reviewers think Mac

is too expensive.

Methodologies for corpus level aspect and opinion min-

ing could be categorized as frequency and relation based

approaches [51], [58]–[60], [101], [103], [135], [137] and

topic model based approaches [62], [63], [69]–[71], [102],

[113], [118]–[120], [136]. Table 7 describes the approaches

together with their core techniques and performances.

2) FREQUENCY AND RELATION BASED APPROACHES

Frequency and relation based approaches share the assump-

tion that aspect words and opinion expressions should appear

in the review corpus frequently. In general, these mining

systems follow the procedure (aspect extraction→ opinion

extraction → opinion word orientation identification). And

the representativemethods are list in 1st−8th rows of Table 7.

More detailed discussion will be presented below.

As far as we know, the first mining system in this sub-

domain is the feature-based summarization (FBS), devel-

oped by Hu [51]. Hu firstly employs the frequency based

approach [129] to extract the product aspects and opin-

ions words. Then, an orientation identification algorithm

based on a pre-defined seed set (e.g. a small set of opinion

words) and the semantic structure of WordNet are employed

to automatically identify the opinion orientation. Similarly,

OPINE [137] employs an aspect assessment method based

on pointwise mutation information (PMI) and the syntactic

dependency rules to improve the quality of extracted aspect

terms and opinion expressions. Then, the relaxation labeling

is employed by OPINE to detect the orientation of opin-

ion expression in the specific context. To incorporate the

external sentiment information, Jiang [135] defines four tree

kernels and proposes a tree kernel based approach to incor-

porate the syntactic dependency and sentiment information.
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TABLE 7. Approaches for corpus level aspect and opinion mining.

FIGURE 7. An example of aspect extraction and aspect rating.

On the other hand, Baccianella [101] views aspect rating

as a regression problem and propose an ordinal regression

based approach using various features, such as n-grams,

POS pattern, General Inquirer [104].

To explain how the frequency and relation based system

works, we choose Opinion Digger [103] as an example.

Instead of solely using review corpus, auxiliary information

is employed in Opinion Digger. As shown in Fig. 7, the col-

lection contains a set of pre-defined aspect set (e.g. ‘Ease of

use’, ‘Durability’ and ‘Battery life’ in Fig. 7) and a rating

guideline (e.g. ‘terrible: 1’, ‘poor: 2’, ‘average: 3’, ‘good: 4’

and ‘excellent: 5’) which infers the relationship between

opinion words and corresponding numerical ratings. Opinion

Digger aims to extract the aspect and opinion terms together

with predicting the aspect-specific rating (range from 1 to

5) using corpus and additional information as input. In gen-

eral, the whole mining process should be divided as aspect

extraction phase, opinion extraction phase and the rating

prediction phase. In aspect extraction phase, all the noun

terms are firstly extracted using the apriori algorithm. Then,

a set of POS patterns in review corpus are identified based on

the pre-defined aspects. For example, the pattern [_JJ_ASP]

(e.g. adjective+aspect) is extracted from the aspect phrase

‘long battery life’. And the constructed patterns are used to

refine the candidate aspect set. After the aspect extraction

phase, aspect specific opinion words are identified based on

the nearest rule (e.g. if opinion word modifies the aspect,

they should co-occurrence with a small distance). To estimate

the aspect specific rating, the system should firstly detect

the aspect specific opinion words. For each opinion word,

Opinion Digger employs the WordNet synonymy hierarchy

to find the two nearest opinion words in rating guideline

(e.g.‘terrible, ‘poor’, ‘average’, ‘good’ and ‘excellent’).

For example, ‘terrible’ and ‘poor’ are two nearest opinion

words of ‘defective’ and their corresponding ratings could

be used to predict the rating score of ‘defective’. Further,

Opinion Digger predicts the corpus level aspect based rating

by aggregating the ratings of the relevant opinion words to

the specific aspect.

To identify multiple word aspect, POS tags and word

embedding are employed in [58], and Das checks the spelling

using Fuzzy Logic tools to improve the extraction perfor-

mance. Besides, it is a challenge work to extract aspect and

opinion correctly in the review that consists of multiple aspect

with various opinion. Shafie [59] employs a dependency

parser to capture the relation between aspect and opinion

words and solves the problem.
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FIGURE 8. Example of two forms of extracted aspects and opinions by topic model based Approaches [113],
[120].

3) TOPIC MODEL BASED APPROACHES

Although the extraction process is simplified by assuming

that aspects and opinions are noun and adjective terms,

the infrequent or non-noun aspects terms (e.g. ‘red eye’ for

product camera)may be omitted.Moreover, the errors in early

stage of the pipeline system will propagate and heavily affect

the final extraction performance. To overcome such disad-

vantages, topic model based approaches have been proposed.

And many various of LDA [148] have the ability to perform

corpus level aspect extraction and opinion mining in parallel.

In Table 7, last eleven rows describe the topic model based

approaches [62], [63], [69]–[71], [102], [113], [118]–[120],

[136] for corpus level aspect and opinion mining.

Based on the different way of aspect and opinionmodeling,

topic model based approaches could be further categorized

into two classes which are separated extraction and joint

extraction. By dividing the topics into two categories, aspect

topics and opinion topics, separated extraction models output

aspects and opinions separately as shown in ‘Hotel reviews’

in Fig. 8. While jointly extraction model assume that aspect

specific terms, both aspect and opinion words, are generated

from one aspect related topic, and the example of the output

is shown as ‘Electronics reviews’ in Fig. 8.

To interpret the topic model based mining approaches and

their mechanism, we employ the MaxEnt-LDA [120] (e.g.

an integration of generative topic model and a discriminative

maximum entropy module) as an example which extracts the

aspects and opinions in the form of ‘Hotel review’ shown

in Fig. 8. With the usage of a small amount of training corpus,

it could extract the aspect words and aspect specific opinion

words separately. The MaxEnt-LDA categorizes the topics as

background topic tB, global aspect topic tA,g, global opinion

topic tO,g, aspect topics tA,i, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . ,T } and aspect

specific opinion topics tO,i, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . ,T }. Differs
from the Latent Dirichlet Allocation, MaxEnt-LDA makes

a further assumption that each sentence is assigned to one

specific aspect. Namely, each review sentence s is generated

from a mixture of background topic (tB), global topics (both

tA,g and tO,g) and the assigned aspect specific topics (tA,i

and tO,i). In detail, two switch variables u ∈ {0, 1} and

y ∈ {0, 1, 2}, draw from binomial and multinomial distribu-

tion, are designed to cooperatively determine the source topic

of current word w. The variable u determines the category

(background, general or aspect) of w. Due to the deficiency

of symmetric dirichlet prior (induced in [149] that fully unsu-

pervised model could not separate opinion words and aspect

words efficiently), Zhao uses the part-of-speech information

of the context words which is helpful for distinguishing the

aspect word and opinion word as features and designs a

maximum entropy classifier to determine y for the current

word w. And the model parameters could be learned from

a small domain independent training corpus (annotated with

background, aspect and opinion). Combing the advantages of

generative model and supervised information of pre-trained

ME-classifier, MaxEnt-LDA naturally encodes the external

information (e.g. lexical features and POS tags) into the

model. And the side information really contributes to the

aspect and aspect-specific opinion mining.
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Besides, scholars have attempt various research directions.

Moghaddam [118] points out the existence of interdepen-

dence between aspect and opinions (For example, the word

‘low’ describes totally different opinion in ‘low LCD reso-

lution’ and ‘low price’) will improve the extraction perfor-

mance. Thus, Moghddam models this interdependence and

proposes the ILDA which follows the assumption of bag

of opinions phrases (e.g.< screen, bright>, < battery life,

long>) to enhance the extraction ability. To combine the

label information with the unsupervised extraction model,

Brody [119] employs the seed set automatic construction

and sentiment propagation mechanisms to identify the aspect

based opinion. Furthermore, to capture the syntax and seman-

tics relations between words, Lakkaraju [62] assumes that

word category is conditioned on previous word and employs

the hidden markov model to capture the short-range syntactic

structure and long range semantic dependencies.

Differs from mining approaches above, some efforts have

been made to model aspect and opinion pair jointly, and

the extracted topics are in the form of ‘Electronic reviews’.

Ekinci [69] incorporates a ranking mechanism into LDA and

proposes an approach for aspect-sentiment pair extraction in

Turkish language corpus. To use complementary information

provided by different type online media, Zuo [71] propose

a cross-collection topic modeling approach for aspect and

opinion mining. In [113], Jo firstly proposes a SLDA which

assumes that all words in a sentence are generated from a

single aspect due to the observation that one sentence in a

review tends to express opinion on one aspect. Moreover,

Jo extends the SLDA and proposes the Aspect and Sentiment

Unification Model (ASUM) which views one topic as an

aspect coupled with an opinion (called senti-aspect topic).

Likewise, ASUM also follows the constrain that all words in

a specific sentence should be generated from one topic. With

the extracted corpus-level senti-aspect topics, the topic distri-

bution could be employed to predict the sentiment polarity of

a review.

In most e-commerce sites, customers are asked to rate

the pre-defined aspects. And this side information are help-

ful for aspect and opinion mining. Thus, instead of solely

using the textual content [61], Titov [63] incorporates the

rating information provided in review corpus and proposes

a novel multi-aspect sentiment model (MAS) to extract the

senti-aspect topics. Considering that matrix factorization is

an effective tool for rating prediction and topic modeling

is widely used for review processing. Xiao [70] combines

the matrix factorization with topic modeling and proposes a

model for aspect rating prediction.

Apart from aspect and opinion mining, some other work

focus on the aspect ratings. Wang [102] observes that when

writing a review the relative weight placed by a reviewer

on each aspect could be useful for aspect rating (e.g. when

booking a hotel, five stars on ‘value’ and two stars on

‘room’, and if the aspects weights are 0.5 and 0.2, then,

the reviewer will care more about the price and give a rel-

atively high overall rating). Thus, he exploits the relationship

between aspect based ratings and the overall rating and

develops a latent aspect rating analysis model. The pro-

posed approach could not only extract the latent aspects

and aspect specific opinions jointly but also provide the

aspect weight for each user generated review without any

supervision.

C. DOCUMENT/SENTENCE LEVEL ASPECT AND

OPINION MINING

In last two subsections, previous work of corpus level aspect

mining have been discussed. Most existing approaches tackle

the tasks using linguistic analysis or unsupervised learning

(e.g. topic models and clustering algorithms). Due to the

arbitrariness of syntactic rules and the lack of necessary

supervision in unsupervised model, those approaches have

drawbacks such as aspect redundancy and poor performance.

Thus, another group of researchers focus on the methodolo-

gies in document/sentence level mining and view this task as

a sequential tagging problem. This subsection will survey the

corresponding supervised methodologies.

1) PROBLEM SETTINGS

Document/sentence level aspect and opinion mining could

be viewed as a sequential tagging problem. Like the

part-of-speech tagging and the semantic role labeling, tagging

approaches usually assign a tag from pre-defined tag set

(e.g. [BOA, MOA, EOA, PO, NO, OT], first three tags mean

begin/middle/end of the aspect, PO andNO represent positive

opinion and negative opinion, OTmeans other token) for each

token in document/sentence and then uses the corresponding

tag sequence to extract the aspect and opinion expressions.

The formal definition of the task could be described as:

Given the target product tst and the target-related review

collectionCst
t , how to extract the aspect and the opinion terms

for each review r
tst
i ∈ Cst

t . Here, we use ‘iPhoneX ’ as an

example.

Example:

Target: iPhoneX

Review: iPhoneX has a great sound quality, I like it.

Outputs: <OT>iPhoneX</OT><OT>has</OT><OT>a

</OT><PO>great</PO><BOA>sound</BOA>

<EOA>quality</EOA>,<OT>I</OT><OT>like

</OT><OT>it</OT>

Extracted triple of the review:

< iPhoneX, sound quality, great>.

In general, traditional sequential models like HMMs [72],

and CRFs [74]–[77] have been employed by community

for document/sentence level aspect and opinion mining.

Meanwhile, many prevalent techniques (e.g. word embed-

dings [99], representation learning [98] and etc) related to

the deep learning [80]–[82], [84]–[86], [88]–[90], [138],

[139], [144], [145] have also been explored for the task.

And all the related approaches are presented in Table 8

together with their core techniques and performance.

Detailed discussion of these approaches will be described

below.
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FIGURE 9. The general framework of Lexicalized HMM model [72].

TABLE 8. Approaches for document/sentence level aspect and opinion tagging.

2) TRADITIONAL SEQUENTIAL MODEL BASED

APPROACHES

Traditional sequential models are suitable for sequential

labeling task. Thus, several published works have explored

the field by incorporating task specific strategies with HMMs

and CRFs [62], [72], [74]–[77], [138]. The 1st − 6th rows

in Table 8 list the corresponding models.

Here, we use Jin’s model [72] as an example to illustrate

the extraction process of document/sentence level the aspect

and opinion mining. To incorporate the extra linguistic lex-

ical features into HMM, Jin [72] employs the POS tags

and lexical patterns and proposes the Lexicalized HMM

which is shown in Fig. 9. The objective of the proposed

system could be described as: given a review (word sequence)

R = r1, r2, . . . , rn and the corresponding POS tag sequence

S = s1, s2, . . . , sn, the task is to predict the suitable

tag sequence T̂ = t1, t2, . . . , tn that could maximize the

conditional probability P(T |R, S). To simplify the approach

and make it computable, three assumptions have been made:

i) the current tag ti only depends on the previous tag ti−1

and the word wi−1; ii) the probability of current word wi
only depends on the current POS tag si and the previous

word wi−1; iii) the probability of current POS si only depends

on the current tag ti and the previous word wi−1. Based

on these approximations, when given an annotated train-

ing corpus, model parameters could be estimated by max-

imum likelihood estimation. To further reduce the human

labor in training corpus construction phase, Jin employs

a bootstrap program with information propagation mech-

anism to automatically generate the annotated reviews by

using a small annotated corpus as seed corpus. Finally,

the system employs the viterbi algorithm to generate the

optimal tag sequence T̂ for each test review. For example,

the sentence ‘‘I love the ease of transferring the pictures
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to my computer.’’ could be tagged as ‘‘< BG> I< /BG>

< OPINION_POS_EXP> love</OPINION_POS_EXP> <

BG> the< /BG> < PROD_FEAT>ease of transferring the

pictures< /PROD_FEAT> < BG> to< /BG> < BG> my

< /BG> < BG > computer< /BG>.’’ Thus, the aspect

‘ease of transferring the picture’ and opinion ‘love’ could be

extracted.

On the other hand, CRF-based approaches have also been

proposed. Due to the simplicity, the linear chain CRF is

commonly used. However, the relation between neighbor

context will not be sufficient for the sophisticated aspect

and opinion mining task. Thus, Skip-chain CRFs [74] is

employed for the task, and it could model the long dis-

tance dependency between conjunctions (e.g. only consider

‘adjective’, ‘noun’ and ‘verb’). For example, in the sen-

tence ‘‘iPhoneX has a great camera and a cool appear-

ance’’, two long distance dependencies (dep(great, cool) and

dep(camera, appearance)) could be captured by Skip-chain

CRFs. Furthermore, Li also proposes the Skip-tree CRFs [74]

which incorporates the syntactic tree structure into the CRF

framework and outperforms traditional CRF. And the pro-

posed Skip-tree CRF has good expansibility that external fea-

tures (e.g. semantic dependency tree and sentiment lexicons)

could be naturally encoded. Likewise, Jakob [75] proposes a

CRF-based approach with various features (e.g. token, part-

of-speech, short dependency path, word distance and etc) to

perform opinion target extraction task in both single-domain

and cross-domain setting. Moreover, scholars claim that if

the system has performed aspect extraction from many past

domain and stores the result as knowledge it will be helpful

for improving the extraction performance on other domain

corpus. Based on the assumption, Shu [76] incorporates the

lifelong learning into CRF and the proposed approach per-

forms markedly better than the traditional CRF. To capture

the semantic relatedness from multiple source embedding,

Xiang [77] employs multi-feature embedding as additional

position feature to train a CRF-based tagger, and the

MFE-CRF also outperforms the traditional CRF.

Besides, a novel attempt of combining the traditional CRF

with deep neural network has been proposed in [138], named

Recursive Neural CRFs. The RNCRF contains a dependency-

tree RNN and a Condition Random Field as output layer.

Combining the superiority of representative presentation

learnt by neural network and the CRF, the proposed RNCRF

outperforms the traditional CRFs and needs less human inter-

vention for designing appropriate features.

3) DEEP LEARNING BASED APPROACHES

Despite the success of traditional sequential models for doc-

ument level aspect and opinion mining, they could be easily

affected by the selection of features and external relations.

Thus, many researchers expect that neural-based model

could provide a more suitable way for the task. Fortunately,

deep learning approaches [80]–[82], [84]–[86], [88]–[90],

[139], [144], [145] (e.g. CNN, RNN and LSTM) have also

contributed to the advances in document level aspect and

opinion mining task. Due to the strong representation ability

of deep learning and related techniques (e.g. word embed-

dings), a mass of deep learning based approaches employ

word embedding as the text feature to capture the seman-

tic meaning of token in this specific task. As summarized

in Table 8, last twelve rows list the deep learning based

approaches for aspect and opinion tagging. The detailed dis-

cussion will be given in this subsection.

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and Long-Short-Term

Memory (LSTM) which could tackle variable length input

sequence have shown great promise in many sequential label-

ing tasks. To illustrate the tagging process of the deep learn-

ing based approach, we use the model proposed in [84] as

example. And Fig. 10 depicts the structure of the devised

network. For encoding the semantic relatedness of tokens, Liu

trains a task specific embeddings using CBOW model [98]

on an amazon review corpus which contains 34M reviews.

And the proposed approach also employs a window-based

mechanism to capture the local dependency at the input layer.

For example, if the window size is set to 3, the ‘disk’ shown

in Fig. 10 should be represented by the vector which is the

concatenation of the embeddings corresponding to ‘hard’,

‘disk’, ‘is’. Besides, Liu finds that the future information may

be crucial for predicting the tag current word(e.g. when given

the bi-gram ‘hard disk’, the observation of ‘disk’ will be help-

ful for assigning a ‘B-TARG’ for ‘hard’). To capture the long

distance dependencies of two directions, both forward and

backward, in text sequence, the proposed approach employs

a bi-directional LSTM to learn the high level distributed rep-

resentation of the input word sequence and outperforms the

CRF-based approaches which employs sophisticated hand-

crafted feature. Furthermore, it has a strong expandability

and the linguistic features (e.g. part-of-speech tags) could

be incorporated into the model by concatenating it with the

output of LSTM unit (shown in Fig. 10, and fi means the POS

tag of xi and the learned weights are helpful for tagging.

Likewise, other variant RNN-based tagging approaches

have been proposed [88]–[90]. As we know, the syntactic

relation between aspect terms and opinion terms is useful

for extracting aspect and opinion. To model such relations,

Wang [88] devises a multi-layer attention based network with

coupled attention, one attention is for extracting aspect terms

and the other is for opinion terms. And the proposed model

could further exploit indirect relations between terms for

more precise information extraction through multiple layers

attention mechanism. Yu [89] views the aspect and opinion

extraction in a multi-task manner. To directly model the inter-

task constrain, intra-task constrain and lexicon constrain,

Yu formulate the problem as an Integer Liner Programming

and devises a global inference approach to extraction aspect

and opinion terms jointly. Li [90] exploit two useful clues

(opinion summary and aspect detection history) and proposes

an approach based on the history attention.

On the other hand, scholars have also proposed several

CNN-based approaches to extract aspect and opinion terms in

document level. Poria [80] proposes a CNN based approach
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FIGURE 10. The bidirectional LSTM based approach for aspect and opinion tagging [84].

which incorporates linguistic patterns into neural network.

Firstly, the approach uses a 7-layer deep CNN which com-

bines with word embeddings and window mechanism to

label each term in review with task specific tags. Then, five

linguistic patterns are also employed to tag aspect term.

Finally, the model uses a voting mechanism which considers

the tags generated by CNN and patterns to judge if a term

is an aspect or not. To capture the dependency information

(which is critical and has been widely used in the field)

in reviews, a dependency-tree based convolutional stacked

neural network is proposed in [139]. The proposed approach

has strong representation ability and could effectively exploit

the dependency relations resort to its elaborated structure.

Furthermore, Xu [82] claims that aspect extraction is a com-

plex task that also requires fine-grained domain knowledge.

Tomake full use of domain knowledge, Xu employs two form

of embedding (general-purpose embeddings and domain-

specific embeddings) to capture more useful information and

proposes the DE-CNN for aspect extraction.

Besides, another group of approaches which focus on the

cross-domain and cross-lingual scenarios have also been pro-

posed. Inspired by the idea of learning a suitable representa-

tion for both source and target domains could be helpful for

domain adaptation, Ding [144] firstly uses the auxiliary label

sequences generated by syntactic rules to train a hidden recur-

rent neural network using both domain corpus. Then, the hid-

den layer is trained on source domain corpus using aspect

and opinion annotations as supervision. By taking advantage

of neural based supervised models and relation-based rules,

the proposed approach achieves Fscore : 50.2%which outper-

forms the traditional sequential models. Likewise, Wang [85]

employs a recursive neural structural network to capture the

syntactic relation between words, and the proposed SNSCN-

GRU could efficiently reduce the domain shift and obtains

a good performance in cross-domain extraction. To tackle

the multi-lingual scenarios, Wang [86] utilizes transition-

based mechanism that reads a word each time and forms a

series of configurations (represented as a continuous feature

vector) that represent the status of the whole sentence. And

the configurations from different languages are aligned into

a shared space through an adversarial network to transfer the

knowledge to target language. The model, proposed in [86],

obtains Fscore : 51.49%.

Although it’s not fair to directly compare the performance

of the models in Table.8 due to the difference of the used

datasets, we also have some findings. i). Models that focus

on cross-domain and cross-lingual scenarios often obtain

worse results compared with the in-domain tagging task, this

is caused by the knowledge gap between different domains

and languages; ii). Deep learning based tagging models that

employ attention mechanism (such as history attention and

coupled attention) often get better performance. This may

because that attention mechanism could let the model care

more about aspect and opinion terms which could further

improve the extraction performance. iii). There is another

trend that scholars prefer to combine traditional sequential

models (such as condition random field) and syntactic pat-

terns with neural basedmodels. As deep neural networks have

strong representative ability and traditional models could

provide handcrafted features and syntactic features, this com-

bination will make the model benefit from both strategies and

promote the performance. iv). Word embedding is a critical

technique for neural based extraction models. Under the help

of word relatedness which retained in word embedding, neu-

ral based approaches perform better than traditional models.

V. CHALLENGES AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

The increasing usage of online activities and social media

platforms lead to a large expansion of unstructured data (e.g.

user generated reviews). These emotional reviews or posts
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could be used for mining the opinions of the general public

and consumers on social events, political movements and

product preferences. Moreover, the mentioned tasks about

opinion mining will benefit citizens, consumers, manufac-

turers and the government. To accomplish these tasks and

make full use of online resources, researchers have proposed

vast stance detection systems and product aspect mining

approaches.

Early work mainly focus on frequency, relation rules and

feature-based methods, the researchers endeavor to seek

effective features and patterns for stance detection and prod-

uct aspect mining. Later, computational linguistic models

and statistical machine learning techniques are explored for

the tasks and promote the performance. In last five years,

scholars in opinion mining field turn their orientation to

representation learning and neural based approaches to seek

the breakthrough for stance detection and aspect based min-

ing tasks. The reviewed work, in section 3 and section 4,

also illustrates the trends of the domain and the increasing

complexity of the models. However, there still are several

obstacles in this area to overcome as listed below.

A. LACK OF STANCE LEXICON

Due to the similarity of stance detection and sentiment anal-

ysis. Previous work of stance detection usually employs

the sentiment lexicons(e.g. Bing Liu’s Lexicon [51], Sen-

tiWordNet [106], NRC-emotion Lexicon [108] and etc) to

extract senti-feature. And the detection performance could be

slightly improved by feeding the senti-feature into the classi-

fiers. However, stance detection aims to identify the stance

of each reviews on the specific target (e.g. ‘‘The pregnant

are more than walking incubators.’’ express the favor stance

for the target ‘legalization of abortion’). Thus, the existing

lexicons which just collect positive words and negative words

are not suitable for the task. And the stance lexicon which

could capture the relation between target (e.g. nouns and

noun phrases) and opinion (e.g. positive words and negative

words) is urgently needed to further improve the performance

of stance detection.

B. LACK OF LARGE SCALE ANNOTATED CORPUS FOR

STANCE DETECTION

The stance detection, both in online debate forums and on

social media platforms, could be viewed as a classifica-

tion problem. And the annotated corpus, used in reviewed

works, commonly contains hundreds reviews. For example,

the tweets corpus, built by Mohammad [116], contains only

4870 tweets for six target (e.g. ‘Atheism#733’, ‘Climate

Change Concern# 564’, ‘Donald Trump# 707’, ‘Feminist

Movement# 949’, ‘Hillary Clinton# 984’, ‘Legalization of

Abortion# 933’ ). The limitation of corpus scale impedes

the representation learning of task specific tweets and it

also obstructs the construction of task specific tools, such

as domain-specific word embedding. Thus, it is necessary

to build a large scale annotated corpus to promote the

development of stance detection systems and the correspond-

ing techniques.

C. STRUCTURED ASPECT MINING

Previous product aspect extraction approaches (both rule-

based and topic models based approaches) view the aspects

are independent and omit the inter-relationship between

extracted aspects. In other words, these approaches could

only extract the flatten aspects and could not capture the

aspect structure for the specific product. While in practice,

the aspects of a specific product may follow a tree structure.

(e.g. ‘screen’ is an aspect of ‘iPhoneX ’, and ‘screen size’,

‘screen resolution’ and ‘screen saturation’ are three sub-

aspects of ‘screen’.) To handle this challenge, approaches like

Self Organization Mapping [150] (SOM), hierarchical Latent

Dirichlet Allocation(hLDA) [151], [152] and Latent Tree

Analysis(LTA/LTM) [142], [153], [154] should be proposed

to capture the structured aspects tree from product specific

review collection.

D. INCORPORATE THE EXTERNAL KNOWLEDGE

INTO THE MODEL

The reviewed works in section 3 grows from the simple rule

and relation based pattern matcher to sophisticated, hybrid

models which employ machine learning and statistic learn-

ing (e.g. Topic Models and Deep Neural Networks). Like-

wise, many aspect mining approaches extract the aspects

and aspect-specific opinions using unsupervised framework.

However, many easy obtained external information such as

POS tagging, syntactic dependency tree and semantic depen-

dency tree will helpful for the task. Thus, how to incorpo-

rate the syntactic and semantic level information into the

mining approaches is another challenge. To tackle the chal-

lenge, the MaxEnt-LDA [120] provides a solution to sepa-

rate the aspect word and opinion word using POS tags and

Max-Entropy classifier. In future, other attempts should be

explored to encode the external knowledge into topic models

and deep learning approaches to enhance the performance of

product aspect mining.

VI. CONCLUSION

From the overview of the state-of-the-art in stance detection

and product aspect mining in this survey, it is clear that the

field is transcending its early stage.We could observe another

fact that the mining methodologies have evolved through

time together with the increasing model complexity. Besides,

we want to stress that transparency and standardization is

needed in terms of evaluation methodology and datasets in

order to draw firm conclusions about the current state-of-the-

art. Benchmark initiatives like Sem-Eval provide a way to

solve this problem.

Considering the future of stance detection, we foresee

a move from relation rule and syntactic pattern based

approaches towards target related neural based models, espe-

cially target related attention based networks. For exam-

ple, in ‘‘Religion has destroyed the ability for some to say
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know’’, (target: Atheism), it may be assigned an against stance

by relation and pattern based approaches due to the nega-

tive sentiment of the content. However, it conveys an favor

stance to ‘atheism’ target. In [48], a target based attention

model is presented that explicitly models the relationship

between target and text content will be helpful for stance

detection. Likewise, the methodologies of product aspect

mining also have a trend which evolves from the traditional

frequency and relation based approaches to the knowledge

based topic models and neural based models. For example,

[120] incorporates the pos tags into topic modeling and

presents a MaxEnt-LDA which improves the extraction per-

formance, and [82] uses two different word embedding to

help with aspect and opinion term extraction. While knowl-

edge based approaches have only recently begun to emerge

and the knowledge used are outdated, recently proposed rep-

resentation techniques like ELMo [155] and Bert [156] might

also help mining approaches to enhance the extraction ability.

Combining the external knowledge with the power of

machine learning will give rise to models which are able to

reason with expert instruction, and it could reduce the influ-

ence of insufficient data. The knowledge based approaches

will allow future applications to deal with complex language

structures and to employ the available man-made knowledge

bases. Moreover, this will enable many application domains

to benefit from the knowledge obtained from stance detection

and product aspect mining.
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